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ACTION TRAVEL SNOWY MOUNTAINS

For every

season

There's plenty to pursue in alpine NSW once
the snow has melted, writes Georgina Dent.
The North American ski resort of
Whistler is a popular winter
destination, but it's actually just
as popular with tourists in
summer.
When the snow melts and the
sun starts to shine, Canadians
flock to the picturesque village an
hour from Vancouver to indulge
in all manner of outdoor pursuits.
From mountain biking to golf and
hiking to swimming, there is
something for everyone.
It's a similar story in New
Zealand, where the lake and
alpine resort of Queenstown gets
more visitors in summer than
winter.
Tourism operators in the Snowy
Mountains of NSW are also
punting the region's summer
attractions, so we made our way
down to see what was on offer in
the absence of snow.
Leaving Sydney on a Friday
afternoon is almost always part
pleasure, part pain; an escape
beckons but so does the inevitable
gridlock as other citysiders flee
for the weekend.
Fortunately, this time the pain
is short-lived and soon enough the
road opens up. The drive, a little
over five hours, is a welcome
opportunity for two time-poor
adults to catch up and wind down.

Activate.

We soon discover that Tripet
and the resort's owner. Bruce
Marshall, are passionate cyclists
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By the time we arrive at the Lake
Crackenback Resort and Spa,
between Jindabyne and Thredbo
on the edge of Kosciuszko
National Park, our cosy mountainview chalet is enticing. Room
service would have been bliss, but
we settle for a take-home dinner
from the resort's more casual
eatery, the Alpine Larder.
Waking up with a view of the
Snowies' distinctive and rugged
landscape, set against the blue of
Lake Crackenback and a cloudless
sky, draws us outdoors, so after
breakfast at the lakeside dining
venue Cuisine, we head off to
meet Matt Tripet, who manages
the outdoor activity program
Activate. (Our scope for adventure
is limited by the fact I am heavily
pregnant, but that won't stop us
altogether.)
Daytime temperatures in the
Snowy Mountains in early spring
are crisp at about 16 degrees, but
by October the average is a
warmer 24. On this day the
mercury is at the lower end of the
scale so we opt for coffee at the
Alpine Larder to learn about
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with a love for all things active
and outdoors. It's a shame, Tripet
says, that more people don't
realise the area provides such a
natural bounty for visitors all year
round.
"As soon as Sydney has its first
warm day people do tend to forget
about 'Fhredbo." Tripet says. "But
there is actually as much to do out
of the snow season as during."
And, just as skiing holidays
appeal to people with a variety of
skills and sensibilities, Tripet says
during the warmer months there
is something for everyone. The
resort, like the surrounding area
itself, is as suited to adventureloving executives eager to swap
their suit for something sporting
as it is to frazzled weekenders
seeking rest and relaxation.
Those with a taste for the great
outdoors can choose from
tennis, golf, trout fishing, riversledding, canoeing, a Segway eco
tour, a ropes course, walking on
14 kilometres of bush tracks or
navigating 60 hectares of land on
a mountain bike. And that's just
the resort's facilities. Kosciuszko
National Park is virtually on the
doorstep, Thredbo village is a 15minute drive away and the
striking Yarrangobilly Caves are
nearby.
Guests looking for a less taxing
itinerary might take comfort
reclining on the deck of their
mountain retreat, eating lunch at
Cuisine overlooking the lake or
enjoying the heated pool and
sauna.
But the biggest lure for any
luxury-craving visitor is The Spa.
Surrounded by the alpine

wilderness, the day spa is a small
oasis within the spacious
compound. Inside it is calm and
serene and after relishing an
hour's massage at the hands of
adept therapists, we emerge
blissfully relaxed.
Rather than attempt anything
too vigorous and risk losing this
new-found state, we decide on a
late lunch at the Wildbrumby
Schnapps Distillery and Cafe, just
a five-minute drive back towards
.lindabyne. Sitting in the sun at a
table set in the lush eight-hectare
property, which features an art
gallery and working raspberry
farm with snowcapped mountains
in the distance, is the ideal way to
while away the afternoon.
Inside, groups of people are
lining up at the striking brass
distilling equipment from
Germany to try the different
varieties of schnapps made on site
from locally sourced fruit. The
most popular flavours include
Pink Lady apple and William pear.
We leave as the sun's warmth
starts to dissipate.
While more adventurous
visitors may have opted for a
round of golf or a tennis game
back at the resort, we settle for
walking the nature track, partly
as an excuse to check out the
different abodes on offer.
Accommodation varies from
studio apartments to large private
chalets which have been designed
by architects. All of the properties
are privately owned and Lake
Crackenback Resort Management
manages the resort on behalf of
the owners. It means guests can
choose to enjoy the privacy of a

luxury home, take advantage of
the resort amenities or alternate
between the two.
Dinner is booked at Cuisine, run
by executive chef Greg Pieper.
Before taking the reins at Lake
Crackenback in 2011. Pieper ran
the popular hatted restaurant
Bamboo in northern NSW for 10
years. Ile is known for his
contemporary fare and the menu
reflects this.
Each dish is fresh and flavourful
but the portions appear to be
designed for the most ravenous
lodgers.
On Sunday we visit Thredbo
village which, without the winter
crowds, feels almost solitary. We
stop by Gourmet 42, which boasts
the area's best coffee and doesn't
disappoint. As we meander our
way back down the charming
cobbled streets, admiring the stillsnowcapped mountains in the
background, it feels like we have
this quaint village almost to
ourselves.
We break the drive back to
urban reality with a stop in at
Cooma's The Lott Foodstore. The
cafe and homewares shop,
housed in a 100-year-old
woolstore, is charming and
without a trace of kitsch.
After a simple and satisfying
lunch it is time to leave. The
return leg of any trip is always a
bit of a come down, but when you
arrive home so much more
refreshed than when you left, it's
a real pleasure.
The writer was a guest of the
Lake Crackenback Resort
LJFE 011
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NEED TO KNOW
Lake Crackenback Resort
1650 Alpine Way,
Crackenback, NSW

Tel: (02) 6451 3000
Wildbrumby Schnapps Distiller
Corner of Wollondibby Road
and The Alpine Way, Jindabyne

Tel: (02) 6457 1447
Gourmet 42 100/4 Mowamba
Place Thredbo

Tel: (02) 6457 7500
The Lott Foodstore 177-179
Sharp Street, Cooma

Tel: (02) 6452 1414

Waking up with a
view of the Snowies'
rugged landscape
set against the blue

af Lake Crackenba0
and a cloudless sky.

draws us outdoors

Fly fishing at Ogilvies
Creek in Kosciuszko
National Park, top,
and biking at
Lake Crackenback.
Photo Wildlight
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